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A REVIEW OF PFR CORE DISTORTION EXPERIENCE
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INTRODUCTION

Neutron induced voidage (NIV) swelling and irradiation creep, acting together
or individually, produce deformation in core components exposed to a fast
neutron flux and can lead to mechanical interaction between them. Today the
nature of these processes is reasonably well understood, and reactor designers
have two options in attempting to accommodate them: either by employing a
flexible free standing design in which contact loadings are low but in which
distortion may be high, or more commonly, by some type of restrained core in
which inter-component loadings are high, but where distortion is relatively
small. One of the penalties of being so early in the field with PFR was that
much of the design was already completed when the first evidence of NIY
swelling came from Dounreay, and certainly long before any reliable swelling
rules became available to aid designers. So although the reactor is designed
as a free standing core, in which high levels of loading between components
were not expected to occur, at the same time neither were high levels of
component distortion. In addition, the reactor is a prototype, used not just
for power production but also as a test bed for the proving of new design
ideas and obtaining performance data on different materials, so this means it
contains a large number of non-standard items, fuel, absorbers and experiments
- in a range of different materials. Coupled with a variability in operating
conditions which in recent years has been much greater than expected, these
facts combine to produce a plant which, from a distortion analyst's point of
view, has been particularly complex to assess. The potentially severe
consequences, in terms of plant shut-down time, which could arise from failure
to avoid some of these distortion problems means that considerable effort has
been put into systematic examination and intensive analysis of component
designs for potential sources of difficulty, and into the development of
calculational methods for monitoring the effects of swelling and creep in core
components. Distortion predictions based firmly on relevant post irradiation
examination (PIE) work from previous reloads have therefore assumed an
increasingly important influence in core management over the last few years,
and in recent reloads have been an important factor in determining which core
component replacements, rotations and in-core measurements have been made. At
the time of writing, the close liaison between reactor operations, distortion
analysts, PIE specialists and the PFR core management team has been successful
and no serious hold-ups to reactor operation have been attributable to core
distortion.

The aims of this paper are, then

a. to describe briefly the various operational limits of core and core
component distortion and how they arise, for which a brief description of
reactor construction is necessary
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b. to outline how the problems of inter-component contact loadings are
overcome for the interactive core

c. to describe some other potential problems which arise either from
absolute swelling, or from differential swelling between components; of
particular relevance here is the problem of contact loadings between
absorber rods and their guide tubes

d. to comment on the degree of agreement with, and the feedback
provided by, PIE findings

e. to show how the results of the work influence reactor operators and
the reload program.

CORE SUPPORT

The PFR core support system is comprised of a series of hexagonal carriers
mounted on a diagrid: each carrier supports six fuel, breeder or reflector
subassemblies grouped around a central leaning post. Location of the
subassemblies is by means of a spike which penetrates a pair of offset bushes
in the carrier, the offset serving to load each subassembly against its
leaning post. The load is transmitted through the "main" pads which are
fitted to each component and which serve to restore the subassemblies to the
vertical, the imposed load on the pads being counteracted by the stresses in a
flexible bending bar within the sub-assembly spike: These main pads are about
one metre above the carrier face, just below the top of the leaning post.
Some half metre higher, at about the bottom of the fuel column a second
arrangement of "split" pads serves to provide further rigidity by bringing
into contact adjacent sub-assemblies on the same carrier. Latched onto the
leaning post is a guide tube within which the absorber rod operates : a spike
on the lower end of the guide tube passes down into the leaning post,
and enables a spike on the lower end of the absorber rod to be used for
centralising the rod and minimising reactivity noise. (When fully inserted the
absorber rod spike is fully within the guide tube spike inside the leaning
post.) The guide tube itself does not in an undistorted core contact its
surrounding sub-assemblies, nor do these contact any other assemblies, apart
from those on their own carrier at the split pads. The leaning post is
flanged onto the carrier and secured by six hollow bolts : any lateral load
imposed on the guide tube is transmitted through to these bolts via the
leaning post.

Some 700mm above the core centre line is a change in cross section of the fuel
subassembly wrapper: bowing wrappers can come into contact at this shoulder
level, and also at the sub-assembly crown, some 600 mm higher still, where
there is another reduction in wrapper cross section. This is about 400 mm
below the handling head. As well as at the two pad levels, the shoulder and
the crown, swelling and creep combine to produce wrapper dilation -at core
centre line, and, particularly when coupled with bowing, inter-wrapper contact
can also occur in this region.

Above each guide tube location, suspended from the reactor roof, hang the
shroud tubes. Over the central core region, these contain the absorber drive
mechanisms and the extension rods connecting the drive to the absorbers. In
the outer part of the core, the shroud tubes are empty: in intermediate
locations some hold flow meters which penetrate into a location tube fitted
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inside the guide tube. As mentioned previously, the absorbers are centralized
at their lower end by means of a spike passing through a bush at the lower end
of their guide tube; at the upper end the head of the absorber is latched onto
an extension rod connected to electromagnets and the rod drive mechanism.
When raised, the body of the absorber bridges the space between the top of the
core and the shroud tubes, being partially inserted into each. Depending on
the particular design, a variety of potential contact points - keys, rubbing
pads, bushes etc can, in the event of any lateral displacement, lead to
interference and the development of loading between the absorber/extension
rods and the shroud and guide tubes, (or. in the outer part of the core,
between the guide tubes and their contents generally).

Prior to refuelling, the extension rods must be delatched from their absorbers
and withdrawn into their shroud tubes in order that the reactor roof may be
rotated and the charge machine used. Failure to fully insert an absorber
below the bottom of its shroud tube would be a serious inconvenience, since
the roof would not be rotatable and non-standard removal procedures would be
required.

OPERATING LIMITS

There are a large number of limits applicable to PFR components, because of
both the number of different basic types of components, and the number of ways
in which components can in some way be unacceptable, not just in the reactor
but in the whole fuel handling route through to the reprocessing or disposal
stage. An equally important aspect is the large number of design variants,
all slightly different. There have been, for instance, eight types of
absorber and two other types of component deployed in twelve variants of guide
tube. Many of these are simple variants, sharing largely common design
features and distortion limits, but all must be examined and the influence of
the variant differences assessed. Similarly, for experimental clusters, over
40 clusters of 18 different designs were loaded in the last reactor run,
positioned in four different types of demountable subassembly (DMSA), with a
variety of different constructional materials and operating conditions.

In a paper of this nature, it is clearly not possible to give anything like a
comprehensive listing, but some of the more important limits are listed
below.

a. Sub-Assembly Bow. Bow in excess of 14 mm at subassembly shoulder
level will lead to difficulty in rotating the element within the charge
machine. Bow of more than 20 mm can result in an element coming into
three point contact and the generation of high loads as it is pulled into
the charge machine.

b. Subassembly Elongation is limited by the clearance to the position
of a sweep arm used to ensure absorber delatching prior to roof rotation.
This limit is a function of distance from the core centre ranging from
18 mm at the radial breeder to 21 mm at the core centre. On early guide
tubes, the degree of elongation determined the choice of removal tool to
be used for extraction.

c. Wrapper Dilation is not a limit in itself, but in conjunction with
low swelling 57 spacer grids and high pin swelling can lead to
overcooling around the outer part of the fuel bundle, with corresponding
ovverheating in the centre, thereby limiting fuel life.
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d. Leaning Post Bending Moment is an important limit, since contact
loads from bowing and dilation can, if sufficiently severe, lead to LPBM
values above the lOKNm figure at which the leaning post bolts will
yield.

e. Extraction Loads resulting from high inter-wrapper loadings can
build up to exceed the normal settings of the charge machine, or removal
tool capability. The extraction load is basically the sum of all the
interaction loads scaled by a coefficient of friction. A relatively mild
load at, say, the assembly crown can be magnified to a much higher pad
reaction load lower in the system, which induces a further high value in
the spike bush.

f. Guide Tube and Absorber Bow have limiting values similar to those
for subassemblies for handling purposes, but a much more complex and
lower limit arises from frictional loads interfering with absorber
operation. This latter is regularly monitored on the PFR absorbers, and
is kept at less than half the rod weight. Its attaining the rod weight
would lead to the rod failing to drop on demand: above half the rod
weight and the magnet would fail to retrieve the rod following a drop.
This is a limit which cannot readily be defined in geometric terms, since
it depends upon irradiation creep rates assumed on both absorber and
guide tube, as well as the swelling on each. A further limit on guide
tube bow comes from the need to load straight or bowed absorber or other
components into a bowed guide tube. A relatively small bow of the guide
tube can lead to the spike on the component failing to enter the bush at
the bottom end of the guide tube: to facilitate entry it may be necessary
to re-position the charge machine.

g. Elongation of Fuel Pins is an important limit, and has been one of
the major reasons for which fuel has been discharged. An axial clearance
of 20 or 30 mm depending on design is provided to accommodate
differential axial growth of the pins relative to the wrapper. Exceeding
the limit could result in the pins suffering compression and buckling,
leading ultimately to overheating and premature failure.

h. BPD Port Misalignment. Close to the sub-assembly crown, a jet of
coolant from each fuel assembly is directed across into an aperture in
the adjacent guide tube, through which it is sucked downwards, passing
through pipes within the guide tubes and leaning posts, through the
hollow leaning post bolts and away into the burst pin detection {BPD)
location system. Misalignment of the coolant flow ports in sub-assembly
and guide tube results in reduced efficiency of fluid transfer and hence
a loss in sensitivity of the BPD location system. Limits are a complex
function of relative displacements of the ports in the vertical, normal
and laterally transverse directions.

i. Disengagement or Compression of BPD Pipes. The BPD pipes which
carry coolant samples from the top end of the guide tube downward to the
BPD location system are fixed at their lower end, and are a sliding fit
into a housing at the top. Swelling of the guide tube relative to the
BPD pipes can lead to the latter becoming disengaged from its housing:
conversely, swelling of the pipes relative to the guide tube can lead to
clearances being taken up and the pipes, which are in close proximity to
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the absorber rods, buckling between their fixing clips anc1 possibly
interfering with rod operation.. An engineering analysis first showed
the possibility of the problem and subsequent PIE work showed that
decreasing engagement was actually occurring. Measurements at
progressively higher dose led to a limiting exposure of 100 dpa being
applied to these original guide tubes: subsequent ones were provided
with a deeper housing, which should be acceptable to over 200 dpa. Both
the guide tube wrapper and the BPD pipes, it should be noted, are
manufactured from Nimonic PE15.

j. Absorber Limi ts. Apart from limits on pellet swelling and those
associated with bowing ((f) above) there are a whole series of limits on
the axial and diametral swelling of absorber rod spikes and bodies,
mainly arising from the need to prevent jamming within the guide tube.

k. Experimental Clusters carried in demountable sub-assemblies (DMSAs)
are also subject to limits on the absolute and differential elongation of
the double walled cluster shell, and on diametral increase: some of
these limits also depend on swelling in the carrier vehicle.

As a general conmient on limits, it is highly desirable for operators and the
core management team to have answers to "limits" questions presented simply in
terms of equivalent full power days (EFPD) or at worst, displacement dose
(dpa). An answer in these terms is generally much more difficult to provide
than one in engineering terms, in mm say. This is particularly the case when
material swelling is markedly temperature dependent, or when the reactor
diverges significantly from constant full power conditions. The inter-
dependence of limits is a further complication (e.g. the permissible axial
extension of fuel pins is increased by elongation of the sub-assembly
wrapper). In general, it is simply not possible in the majority of cases to
define limits simply in terms of EFPD or dpa; rather every component has to be
individually assessed under current and projected operating conditions. This
places an onerous duty on the core analyst and has led to a heavy reliance on
computerised techniques.

USE OF THE CRAMP CODE IN INTERACTIVE CORE PROBLEMS

The CRAMP code, (ref 1) originally developed at AERE Harwell in support of the
restrained core design of the UK CDFR, has been modified by its authors to
accommodate the requirements of a free standing core simulation and has been
used routinely in support of PFR operations since 1978. The first
calculations covered only the central region of the core, but the model has
been progressively expanded, with the whole core of 235 sub-assembly and
reflector locations being included since 1981. Overall, the representation of
the interaction mechanics is believed to be rather good, with the different
mechanical properties of the various types of sub-assembly wrapper being
modelled in the code, including of course the very stiff leaning posts.
Damage dose and temperature data appropriate to each core loading can be used
(though simplications are often applied here); the varying flows through each
wrapper control the creep component of dilation: the actual reactor history of
power, flow and inlet temperature are followed, with a vertical slipping
technique used to evaluate swelling under changing temperature conditions, and
fuel replacement and rotation at each reload are modelled. Different swelling
rules may be applied to different materials or types of component, on an
individual basis if required. Five interaction planes are used: the main and
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split pads, shoulder, crown and core centre line, with the correct
inter-component clearances input at each of more than 3000 interfaces. (The
generation of these data files for the PFR core is highly complex, and is now
fully automated.)

Almost all calculations carried out to date in support of PFR operations have
been run from Risley using a stand alone version of the code without friction.
At the time of writing, the work is being transferred to Dounreay from where
the more advanced COSMOS version (ref 2) will be run. This will lead to
improvements in the physics and the overcoming of certain shortcomings in the
stand-alone version, which are detailed below. For now, suffice it to say
that whereas the stand alone version of the code allocates a dose distribution
to each core location, the COSMOS version, operating against a databank,
attributes an accumulated dose from exposure in each location to the component
sited in that location. This accumulated dose, and swelling, can then be
transferred to other locations within the core, as the component is moved
between core locations, or temporarily or permanently withdrawn from it. The
ability to correctly represent these in-core movements is a significant
advantage of the COSMOS version.

A second area of deficiency of the code version in operational use to date,
and of the present COSMOS version, is the inability to model restraint imposed
from above the core via the absorber systems. The shroud tubes above the core
are very stiff items, so bowing of the absorber and guide tubes system, as
clearances are taken up, can lead to significant lateral loads being imposed
on the guide tube. The problem is discussed in rather more detail below, but
analysis for operational purposes has to date been confined to stand-alone
two-dimensional codes such as PEBBLE which consider the effect of internal
loadings within the shroud and guide tubes; no explicit account is normally
taken of externally imposed loading from adjacent wrappers. This type of
approach has been successful within its limitations, and a version of CRAMP
has been developed in which above core restraint (ACR) is represented. This
version appears to work well, but is awaiting full scale testing before being
incorporated into the COSMOS version for Dounreay use.

Some comment should be made on the swelling rules used within CRAMP. The UK
uses formulations of swelling data for various materials to produce a mean
rule, and upper and lower bounds which are generally taken to represent the
extremes of behaviour at about the one sigma level. Much of this data was
derived from DFR results in the early 1970's. Most PFR wrappers are made of
solution treated and aged PF.16, an allegedly low swelling Nimonic alloy, or a
cold worked stainless steel En58B. PIE work has shown that in PFR, PE16 was
swelling much faster than would be expected from the mean rule, and En 58B,
much less. It was therefore decided that the general basis of calculations
should be a Best Estimate (BE) of how material was actually behaving in the
reactor, the BE rules combination being the mean rule for En 58B, and what was
the upper bound rule for PE16 with mean creep for both materials. For the
sake of continuity, this combination would be maintained as long as
practicable, but it was accepted that as more evidence became available both
from in core measurements and PIE, adjustments would have to be made. This
would be achieved by scaling factors, each set providing a new series of BE
rules, identified as BE(4), BE(5) etc following the reload from which the
latest data was obtained. Operational decisions would normally be based on a
corresponding set of one sigma pessimistic (OSP) factors, 0S(4), 0S(5) etc,
these being typically a factor two higher, by which CRAMP BE output would
again be scaled. This approach to core management has now operated since 1980
without change.
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The usual procedure of using CRAMP is as follows. At an early stage in Run N,
soon after the reload RL(N-l), a planning calculation is done to RL(N) and
RL(N+1), with no core changes assumed at RL(N). Examination of results at
RL(N+1) determines which elements may need to be replaced, rotated or renewed
at RL(N). This procedure may be repeated later during Run H to take account
of known deviations from the assumed operating conditions, or expected changes
in the run duration. Following this, a calculation is made, again to RL
(N+l), with the assumed RL(N) changes, to confirm the adequacy of the planned
changes; this may be repeated if time permits at the end of Run H or during
Rl(N). For PIE purposes, a calculation is also made with the Run N core
loading to RL(N) to provide data on items to be removed at the reload tor
comparison with PIE. Following the reload, the cycle begins again.

Output from the code is available in both printed and plotted form. Plotted
output, is of particular value, in that it allows contact points to be seen at
a glance. Fig 1 shows a typical output for the split pad contacts, the value
of the load in kN being recorded on contacting faces. Fig 2 shows a set of
head bows, the values in mm being typical of the RÜN+1) stage. Similar
output is available at the wrapper head (indicating required offsetting of the
charge machine) and for the NIV and permanent (i.e. NIV plus creep) bow
coirtponents. Wrapper length increases are shown in Fig 3: a similar form of
output is available for dilation, extraction load etc.

IM-CORE DISTORTION MONITORING

It is possible to obtain measurements of wrapper elongation and bow in core
using the charge machine, and considerable experience has been built up in the
use of this technique, although the accuracy of the technique is obviously
limited. For fuel sub-assembly length measurements, a reproducibility of
+_ 2mm is generally achieved. The measurements are made relative to a
calculated datum using wrappers known to be undistorted (eg newly loaded):
the correction to swelling derived length increase is complicated by shrinkage
due to thermal ageing processes and in some instances (early breeders)
uncertainty over their initial manufactured length. Bow measurements can also
be made using the charge machine as a probe, motoring it up and down to enter
(when possible) the head of the element at a series of radial positions across
the head. The measurement is therefore only of the radial component of bow,
and the accuracy claimed is +_ 4mm at the wrapper head, or approximately +̂  2mm
at the shoulder. ~~

Similar techniques are available to measure the distortion of guide tubes,
though with the proviso that the absorber must be present if a bow measurement
is to be made, but must be removed in order to measure elongation.

It should be noted that measurement of bow in this way results in a value
which includes the elastic component arising from inter-wrapper loadings,
which may be more or less than the bow of an unrestrained component drawn up
into the charge machine or being measured in PIE.

An additional method of monitoring component bow and elongation became
available at RL6, when the ultrasonic Under Sodium Viewer was used in the PFR
core. With time available before returning to power after the reload the USV
was loaded above a location in the outer part of the core on an experimental
basis. When the reactor roof was rotated, the viewer traversed an annular
section : data processing of the recorded signals enabled an image to be
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generated with further processing yielding the displacement of wrapper heads
from their nominal position, and variation in the height of the wrapper tops.
Although little distortion was evident from this first run, the results were
of such quality and promise that the equipment was used twice more, making
core traverses above the control rod and Ring 13 guide tube positions. From
these three traverses, it was possible to make height measurements on 222 of
the 235 core locations, and bow measurements on about 160 (it being necessary
to "see" rather more of an element to measure its bow than its elongation).
The accuracy claimed for this equipment is + 0.2mm in height (relative to some
datum) and + lmrn in bow. In addition "the equipment showed a number of
features of Tnterest. The orientation of sub-assemblies was visible from the
position of an offset notch in the orientation bar in the handling head :
experimental clusters could be seen within their DMSA bodies : a reflector
element in an outer-core guide tube was found to have been loaded 60° out of
orientation when the core was first built: the orientation of one core element
was found not to be in agreement with the operational records of rotations.
It was also possible to look down past the absorber head to see the top edge
of the guide tube and to measure its height and bow, and to confirm absorber
orientation. Because of the narrow angle of view the present equipment is
somewhat costly in terms of reactor time to use on a regular basis, so was not
used at RL7, but there are hopes of successful further development which will
enable complete core coverage to be gained in a single scan in much less time
than hitherto.

A comparison between "BE" CRAMP predictions and measurements from the USV
following RL6 is shown in Fig 4. It should be appreciated that the period
after a reload, when core components are apparently most randomly oriented,
and when rotations and in-core transfers lead to high and often non-radial
inter wrapper loading, is the situation most difficult to predict, since the
direction of bow of any wrapper may be largely governed by the presence or
absence o'i elastic loadings arising from higher (or lower) growth than
expected in some adjacent wrapper. Nevertheless, in major areas of the core,
good agreement in bow direction is seen, so that on the west side for example,
in the first row of breeder elements, the changes in direction of bow, as a
result of rotation can clearly be seen to be in agreement with prediction. In
magnitude,, agreement is neither better nor worse than would be expected from
the knowri variability of material behaviour within the band of "rules".
Agreement with charge machine results too is not bad, although the number of
points of comparison is very limited, charge machine measurements having been
taken before the refuelling.

In terms of height measurements, agreement between results from the charge
machine and the USV is generally within the reproducibility of the charge
machine values, ie usually within 2 mm. Although the most extended
sub-assemblies are those for which high predictions are made, comparison of
charge machine results against prediction shows a rather high degree of
scatter, particularly for stainless steel. The inherently greater accuracy of
the USV results leads to a much better correlation against prediction,
particularly for PE16 where the data set is the best yet.

POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATION (PIE)

PIE plays a most important role in three main areas:
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a. Non destructive PIE enables components to be examined and their
suitability for further periods of irradiation to be assessed, thereby helping
ensure efficient component utilisation.

b. Accurate measurements of bow and elongation give guidance on the
appropriate factors of conservatism to be applied to PINSCAN (see below) and
CRAMP calculations for future reactor operation.

c. Detailed examination of samples and comparison with swelling predictions
enables more accurate creep and swelling rules to be generated.

Particularly with regard to (a) above, the effectiveness of tne PIE work is
enhanced by the proximity of the facilities to the reactor. The Irradiated
Fuel Cave (IFC) in which much of the equipment is situated is within the main
reactor building and is an integral part of the charge/discharge route for
core components. A particularly strong feature of the facilities is the
ability to make measurements and carry out X-radiography under sodium. As
transfer to the cave and storage in it are also under sodium, this enables
components (other than fuel sub-assemblies for which a 30 day cooling period
to a decay heat level of 15 kW is required) to be withdrawn from the core, be
measured, radiographed and returned into the core within the period of a
single reactor shut down. Even for fuel sub-assemblies, the ability to
measure at 30 days cooling is a big improvement over the alternative of
measuring in gas, for which a cooling period of about 180 days is required.

The major facilities available include X-radiography, profile and length
measurement in the IFC, density measurement and electron microscopy elsewhere.
X ray equipment is based on a 400 kY tube with 1.5 mm focal spot to ensure
good definition and with comprehensive precautions to minimise gamma fogging.
The prime purpose is to study the internal condition of components before
disassembly or further irradiation, but it is also possible to undertake bow
measurements on sub-assemblies in a special bucket containing straight edges.
Tests in a deliberately bowed sub-assembly have shown shoulder bow can be
measured to within 1 mm. The Scribe and Profile Facility is designed to carry
out accurate external dimensional measurements on irradiated components. The
component to be measured is mounted in bearings at each end and rotated about
its axis, while measurements of the radius of its surface are made at a number
of positions along its length. The equipment is housed in a tank projecting
downwards from the cell benching, and all measurements can be made under
sodium. Processing of the data recorded enables the bowed shape, including
dilation, to be deduced. The accuracy claimed is better than +_ 0.5 mm on
shoulder bow and dilation. The equipment can also be used to measure the
separation of grooves machined in the surface of various components. This
gives a measure of the local linear dimensional change and can give a complete
axial swelling profile to an accuracy of ± 0.075 mm.

Total wrapper length change can also be measured under sodium using a dial
gauge to an accuracy of +_ 0.4 mm using standards of known length. Corrections
for thermal shrinkage arTd differential thermal expansion must be made before
voidage effects can be deduced.

Following disassembly and/or removal from the IFC, further measurements become
practicable; measurements of fuel pin length diameter and weight are a matter
of routine, as is the examination of the contents of DMSA clusters. Density
measurement techniques are available to an accuracy of 0.02% and electron
microscopy is carried out on items of particular interest.
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The major single finding from both PIE and in core measurements is that under
the conditions of operation of PFR to date, En58B is swelling significantly
less than would be expected from the DFR experience; PE16 is swelling markedly
faster, although it. still qualifies as a relatively low swelling material. No
large bow values have been seen, since wrapper rotation is employed
specifically to prevent this, but among wrappers which have not been rotated
most bows in En58B at up to 70 dpa have been below 5 mm at the wrapper head.
Up to 20 mm head bow has been seen in PE16. Dilations seen up to now have
been fairly small, not exceeding 3 mm diametral, which doubtless reflects the
prolonged periods of reactor operation at less than full power and flow.
Translation of this information into terms of irradiation creep rules is
complicated by differences in the thickness and corner radius between EnSb and
PE15 wrappers, but. in general the En58 measurements are in fairly close
agreement with the mean creep rule: PE16 measurements are rather lower than
expectations and in conjunction with other evidence have led to a modified
"hürder" rule for irradiation creep in this material.

FUEL PIN ELONGATION

Fuel sub-assemblies in PFR are designed with an internal clearance between the
ends of the fuel pins and the support plates between which the pins are
positioned. This clearance is provided to accommodate differential axial
growth of the fuel pin relative to the sub-assembly wrapper, and amounts to 20
or 30 mm according to wrapper material but may be as low as 14 mm in some
sub-assembly designs. Most fuel pins in the core are CW M316 stainless steel
for which on mean swelling rules, the clearance provided should be adequate to
10% burn-up.

The swelling of each of six pins in each hexagonal bundle is calculated by
the PINSCAN code using a rather simple correlation between sub-assembly power
and pin temperature, with COSMOS derived doses and the known or assumed
reactor operating/, history. The code enables rotations and moves between
different locations\Jn the reactor core to be represented and is currently
being fully incorporat'eo^within the COSMOS code suite. Results are scaled
according to OSP factors, and credit is taken for measurements and predictions
of wrapper growth prior to confirming that fuel may be retained for future
runs.

Experience has generally been that the elongation of most CW M316 fuel pins
follows rather closely the mean rule assumed, with individual pins showing up
to a factor of 1.5 times the mean. One small batch of material, however, was
found under PIE to exhibit rather more growth, up to 2.5 times the mean. The
location of these pins is recorded and the higher OS factor is applied to
sub-assemblies containing them. The majority of sub-assemblies withdrawn from
the reactor at high burn-up have been removed for reasons of high predicted
pin elongations, and more recent designs of sub-assembly have been provided
with a increased clearance to allow for greater growth as burn-ups increase
towards 15%. A number of sub-assembly length measurements have been taken at
various reloads to confirm that wrapper growth is sufficient to preclude the
pin axial growth problem.

IMPLICATIONS FOR REACTOR OPERATION AND RELOAD PLANNING

The calculated results described above are valuable, but it is important that
their value be recognised within the overall context of information available.
Code output is not regarded as something which is invariably acted upon, but
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rather as a contribution to the pool of information upon which sensible
judgement may be based. From an operators viewpoint, the value lies in their
denoting those areas which are least likely to be acceptable, and in giving a
series of soundly based orders of priorities for which further information -
height checks, rod exercising, bow monitoring etc - should be obtained, or
which, in the absence of further information, may need to be acted upon. The
results also serve of course as a basis for comparison with PIE measurement.

At all times the possible adverse consequences of "limits" being exceeded
must be set against the requirement for high burn-up and efficiency in
component utilisation. It is necessary to be pessimistic in the interpre-
tation of evidence, without being unduly so. The degree of pessimism depends
on the possible consequences, so a more pessimistic view is taken if these
could lead to an extended period of reactor down-time, and a less pessimistic
view if consequences are limited to nothing more than operational incon-
venience or the reduction of life of some component. This need for balance
extends also to the measurement program, where the certain loss of a short
period of time for measurements to be made has to be weighed against the cost
of a possibly prolonged period of downtime if a component becomes jammed.

Some of the implications of the predictive work for reload planning may be
seen by reference to the actions recommended for a typical reload. In
addition to the replacements necessary for the usual burn-up or reactivity
reasons, some fuel sub-assemblies must also be replaced for reasons of high
predicted pin growth (under adverse swelling assumptions). Some of these
sub-assemblies may be reprieved by confirmation of adequate wrapper growth,
using the charge machine to make the measurements. Further wrapper length
measurements may also be made so as to provide advance information in support
of futi're reloads. Wrapper rotations are required to ensure that wrappers
coming out at the next reload will be extractable then, and that wrappers
remaining beyond that time will be rotatable. Bow measurements, again using
the charge machine, can cut down the number of rotations required, but are
generally more time consuming than direct rotation without measurement.
Measurements are however required to monitor the bow of a group of elements
deliberately left unrotated for experimental reasons. Finally absolute or
differential swelling in absorber components, guide tubes, DMSA clusters or
other components may necessitate their removal for inspection and/or
replacement.

ABSORBER PERFORMANCE

The bowing of absorber rods within their guide tubes gives rise to mechanical
interaction between them at any of up to about 12 axial points within the
absorber/extension rod/guide tube/shroud tube system as indicated in Fig 5.
The resulting contact loads give rise to frictional resistance which could
conceivably exceed the weight of the rods, in which case they would fail to
drop into the core on receipt of a trip signal. More likely, however, would
be failure to lift the rods back out of the core following a trip, since
normal magnet settings allow for an increase of only 50% above the rod weight.
The gradual build up of frictional loads is a complex function of swelling and
creep in the material of the rods and guide tubes, and of the relation between
dose gradient (and thereby bowing rate) and mean dose rate (ie creep rate).
It is monitored on the reactor by regularly exercising the rods throughout
their range of stroke, and noting their apparent change of weight in the
upward and downward directions. Rod and guide tube rotation may also be
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employed to keep contact loads within bounds, although rotation was not
possible with the initial loading of guide tubes (several of which are still
in the core). Rotation is in any event practicable only at rather low levels
of bow beyond which the re-loading of an absorber into a bowed guide tube can
lead to another series of handling difficulties.

Understanding of the nature of the friction load problem, and its implications
for absorber design and rod exercising on the reactor has been greatly
enhanced by the use of the PEBBLE code. This is a two dimensional code,
details and result? of which have been d^scHhe'i st another symposium in the
present series (Ref 3). The code predicts well the manner in which friction
loads vary according to position in the stroke of the rod, and the way in
which guide tube and absorber bow may be modified by irradiation creep under
the lateral forces exerted. The latter particularly affects the absorber rod
which after initially bowing outwards, down the flux gradient, can be
subsequently hauled back via irradiation creep so that its final form, at the
PIE stage, includes an inward bow which is the opposite direction to that
which might be expected from swelling alone. Such reverse bowing has been
observed in PIE at DNE. The temporal variation in friction load is also of
course of great importance in determining how long an absorber system may be
left undisturbed. The PEBBLE results give guidanca on this and are of
particular benefit in interpreting the exercising results and projecting
forward to advise on the likely required frequency of exercising in the future
from swelling alone.

A version of CRAMP exists in which absorber interactions such as these may be
represented. The code is not yet fully checked out, but the intention is that
this version will ultimately be used for PFR Operations purposes.

DIFFERENTIAL GROWTH PROBLEMS

Apart from pin elongation, there are a number of other areas potentially
vulnerable to the differential growth of components, particularly in early
designs. The problern of PE16 BPO pipes approaching disengagement from their
housings in PE16 guide tubes and the relatively simple design remedies have
already been mentioned : other examples are seen where components are rivetted
together. For instance, some designs of absorber rod spike have guide keys
riyetted onto their outer surface to ensure correct orientation of the
absorber within its guide tube, keys and spike again being PE16. Consid-
eration of performance under differential swelling indicates a possibility of
buckling of the keys between rivets in the sections exposed to highest dose :
detailed analysis of the process showed that the rate of buckling, once it
begins, can accelerate rapidly, so the possibility exists of the keys becoming
so buckled as to prevent full rod insertion over a relatively short period of
time. Should the swelling differential be in the opposite sense, the keys
come under tension on a swelling rod spike and there is a potential for the
keys to fracture at the rivet hole. Any lateral displacement of the key could
then lead to its ledging against the edge of the key guide on either the
upward or downward movement of the absorber rod (the leading edges of the key
being provided with a chamfered lead, but not the key guide). In practice,
neither form of failure has been observed though a close watch is now
maintained both during absorber exercising and in PIE. On the reactor
relatively frequent rod exercising is carried out for those absorbers most
suspect; newer rods have much closer spacing of the rivets.
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A rather similar proolem has been seen to occur in some core sub-assemblies,
where corner filler pieces (grid legs) to which spacer grids are attached are
rivetted into each corner of the wrapper along its length. In this case
again, the affecte/J grid legs are of ostensibly identical material to the (low
swelling) stainless wrappers. PIE has revealed buckling of the grid legs
between rivets in the core centre region to an extent which at high burn-up
could lead to contact vnth the corner pins. The sub-assemblies most
vulnerable have been identified .ind are now subject to a (reasonably high)
limiting dose : further information is still coming from PIE and more frequent
spacing of the rive'.-.s is being employed on newer designs.

CLOSING COMMENTS

What, then, are the major Wessons which can be learned from the PFR experience
over the last few years?

Foremost is undoubtedly the need for very close liaison, co-operation and
information transfer between reactor operations, PIE specialists and
distortion analysts. On the PFR project, this liaison has been excellent,
with each group collaborating and responding rapidly to the support of the
others.

Another major lesson is the need for a very critical and detailed study of the
design of e^ery core component, in each instance considering the most
pessimistic combinations of assumptions. This is work which often extends
beyond the normal design function, and may indeed perhaps best be carried out
by a group other than the designers : it is also work which is demanding in
terms of high calibre engineering effort.

With the ben- Tit of hindsight, it is now clear that the design of many of the
original core components was somewhat less than ideal, largely because of the
total inadequacy of the basic information available at the time. Although
uncertainties in potential swelling behaviour remain considerable, the nature
of the designers' problems is now much better understood.

Of the materials most widely used in the PFR core, only CW M316 is swelling
close to the expected rate. PE16 is swelling considerably faster than
anticipated, and CW En58B stainless steel (321 type) markedly less.
Superimposed on this general behaviour is a considerable variability in
material behaviour. The difficulty of its prediction remain a major source of
concern, and is likely to do so for some time. This is so under isothermal
conditions : the effects of temperature changes are still barely understood.
It is clear that major changes in material swelling behaviour can be brought
about by quite small changes in chemical composition, heat treatment and
method of manufacture, in ways that are subtle, complex and not at all clearly
understood. It is perhaps worth commenting that this whole area of void
swelling is now one of the very few in the nuclear power field where
technological progress is limited by the lack of detailed understanding of
basic physical processes.

The need for, and advantages arising from, large computer codes have been
clearly demonstrated, both in terms of solving the complex core interaction
problem and in the processing of large numbers of very similar arithmetically
simpler calculations. The provision of data for these codes can be a major
task which should not be underestimated.
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The ability to monitor distortion within the core is especially valuable,
particularly in a free-standing core design. The numerous measurements of
wrapper bow and elongation have been of immense value in maximising burnup and
component life in PFR and, in conjunction with the calculations, in helping
determine the reload and rotation programs. The accuracy of the charge
machine height measurements in particular has been surprisingly good: the
under sodium viewer, though only used at one reload, has demonstrated great
potential and further development of a device capable of more rapid deployment
and with a wider field of view would seem well worthwhile.

The proximity of PIE facilities to the reactor enables distortion monitoring
through mensuration and X-radiography to be carried out quickly and without
necessarily removing items from sodium. This often permits the return to the
reactor for further irradiation of components judged to have significant life
remaining, thereby helping maintain efficient component utilization.

The need for caution in the interpretation of predictions when no measurements
are possible and adverse consequences are potentially severe has doubtless led
to the under-utilisation of a number of core components. As experience is
gained, margins of uncertainty are reduced and the efficiency of component
utilisation is steadily increased.

Finally, and most importantly, the general policy of basing the operation of
PFR on a cautious interpretation of predictions with sound backing from PIE
and from in core measurements has been fully successful. No serious
mechanical problems attributable to swelling or irradiation creep related
phenomena have been encountered on the reactor or in the fuel route, and no
serious delays to reactor operation have arisen. The main area in which power
operation has been affected comes from the need to regularly exercise the
absorbers, for which temporary reductions of power have been necessary, and
shutdowns have been extended somewhat by the need to make in core measurements
and undertake rotations. Rotation has been clearly demonstrated as an
effective antidote to bowing.
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